
develop
outstanding 
fintech 
products

Are you looking for a 
strategic technology 
partner?



A software development 

partner devoted to 

empowering established 

companies and start-ups 

cut through the clutter and 

stand out with bespoke 

digital solutions.

innovative
agile

smart



2,5 years
average partnership
duration with clients

from leading
industries

93%
customer

return rate

60+
experienced

engineers

10+ years
of transforming ideas

into efficient
digital solutions

90%
of our clients

have recommended
our services



Unlock your 
full potential!

More than

40%
of our team are specialists in Fintech projects, 

with experience in complex system development 

for the disrupting financial markets

We understand how difficult it is to find a trusted team of experts ready 

to help you reach the top. With a reliable partner you can focus on the 

things that matter the most: innovation and growth.



artificial
intelligence

quality
assurance

frontend

backend

mobile

devops

financial
analytics

business
development

project
management

Deep knowledge of the domain

Building unique technology & tools

Higher user engagement

Building MVP in less than 2 months

Security & fraud prevention

Endless support

Grow faster by letting our team craft the ideal digital 

solution, web development, mobile development, 

product design - from a raw idea to 

successful launch!



STRATEGY + 
DESIGN 

IDEAS + 
ESTIMATION 

PLANNING + 
DEVELOPMENT ANALYTICS

QA +
LAUNCH



Our Fintech 
success stories!

70% 
OF OUR ON-GOING PROJECTS 
ARE IN FINTECH



Akoni Hub is a financial tech startup, currently building a business focused Cash 

Deposit Marketplace for SMEs, with future expansion to other SME products. 

Together we aim to use technology and machine learning to improve financial 

outcomes for businesses.

The company’s solutions include data collection, data review, and cash distribution. 

It enables the user to manage cash and open accounts.

Fundamentally changing the way 
businesses bank

AKONI

Driven by Open Banking, 

the platform we developed 

connects banks with SMEs 

and commercial clients, 

enabling personalized 

products and solutions for 

those companies.

Cash Management

Insights
Dynamic



Our team plays a crucial role as a product development 

team. We’ve enabled this startup to grow it’s development 

capabilities and to increase its productivity massively. 

Real-time best rates
An algorithm-powered platform scans 

more than 300 products from 70 

leading banks to find the best options.

A single view of all your cash
Better governance and risk-return 

matching.

Detailed cash analytics in just 

a few clicks

One simple platform on all 

devices 



A Cashback App that unlocks 
the potential of users via open banking

TAIL

FCA
regulated

10000+
expected

users

London fintech Tail is a cashback rewards program which provides 

instant and seamless cashback for their users.

The app connects to the user's bank 

account and uses transaction data to 

personalize offers and give the user 

cashback every time they shop at one of 

Tail’s partners. 

Tail connects to the user's bank account 

and uses transaction data to personalize 

offers and give the user cashback  every 

time the user shops at one of their 

partners. 

Tail is regulated by the Financial Conduct 

Authority (FCA), ensuring the data is 

stored securely and kept safe.



Clearing House KIBS Skopje (KIBS) is a 

payment system operator for the 

settlement of small interbank payments 

and the first governmentally recognized 

Certification Authority (CA) in the Republic 

of Macedonia.

We developed a mobile application for 

them, called MobileToken. The application 

provides one-time-passwords (OTP) for 

e-banking users.

Mobile Token is solution that enables users of e-banking, e-commerce, e-signing 

and other enterprise solutions to authenticate itself and authorize online activities 

such as transactions.

The solution consists of a mobile application for OTP generation, integrated with 

server side components for user enrolment and provisioning and for OTP validation.

Trust as a driver of
digital transformation

KIBS

Face ID

Fingerprint

Gemalto

iOS & Android



Security comes first when developing FinTech 

applications. We at Web Factory have the experience and 

expertise to make sure your FinTech innovative product 

is delivered at the highest quality.

can design the future, together.
Partnering with our clients, we’ve changed the way people buy, pay, and invest, 

and we are looking forward to seeing what else we can do in the Fintech world.

can build your fintech product.
We have years of experience building successful web & mobile applications 

and product design.

excel
in Fintech

50+ 
CLIENTS

4+ 
INDUSTRIES



Reach Us

Ilija Lalkovski
CO-FOUNDER

+389 (0) 78 667 918
ilija@webfactory.mk

Stefan Trajkovski
CO-FOUNDER

+389 (0) 75 554 566
stefan@webfactory.mk


